Skip-stripe lane markings show where it is OK to enter and exit the express lane. Some express lanes will allow continuous access like existing carpool (HOV) lanes.

All vehicles must have a regular or FasTrak® Flex toll tag to drive in the express lane during hours of operation.

Carpools, vanpools, and other eligible vehicles with FasTrak® Flex travel toll-free. Carpool occupancy requirements may vary by lane.

Pricing signs display the toll to travel to destinations using the express lane. Tolls will vary with traffic levels to encourage smooth traffic flow and reliable speeds.

Electronic toll tag readers automatically charge the appropriate tolls to a vehicle's FasTrak® account. Like at Bay Area bridges, license plate cameras prevent cheating and support enforcement.

Solid double-stripe lane markings show where it is illegal to enter and exit the express lane. It is illegal to cross the solid double-stripe lines at any time. These access limitations improve traffic flow.